"We would not have been able to complete such a complex migration without the guidance from Enclyne. We not only feel we completed a difficult project together, but built a relationship."
- Scott Littlefield, IT Manager
Ribbon Communications

**Our Consolidations Include:**
- Mailboxes
- OneDrive
- SharePoint
- Teams
- Security Groups
- Mailflow and DNS
- Domains
- Permissions
- & More

**Why Choose Enclyne?**
Pairing our proprietary Microsoft 365 reporting tools with personalized analysis and consultation will catalyze the planning and delivery phases of your migration.

Schedule Your Consultation
512-774-6267
info@enclyne.com

www.enclyne.com
CASE STUDY: RIBBON ACQUIRES GENBAND

Ribbon Communications, formerly Sonusnet, is a global technology company with more than two decades of leadership in real-time communications. Ribbon delivers secure, embedded and engaging real-time communications for today’s world.

Challenge

All migrations involving the merging of messaging services and rebranding come with significant challenges, but migrating GenBand’s Hybrid Exchange environment into Sonus’ Hybrid Exchange/Lync environment added a great deal of complexity, especially considering their secondary goals of 24-hour uptime and to lay the groundwork for long-term AD migration.

Solution

Through a staged migration strategy lasting several months, Enclyne and Ribbon Communications tackle both rebranding, hybrid tenant to tenant messaging migration, and the first steps of AD migration utilizing Exchange email policies, Microsoft Active Directory Migration Tool (ADMT), proprietary PowerShell scripting, BitTitan MigWiz, third-party continuity services, and good old-fashioned Project Management.